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Logitech g600 mouse double clicking

Logitech manufactures computer equipment that is used worldwide and is known for its quality without coming with a heavy price tag. Despite the fact that the company has intensive expertise in the production of mice and keyboards, there are several reports from users who complain that the mouse double-clicks instead
of a single one when using. Logitech MouseThis behavior is seen in both cases; new mice and the elderly (over a year). This issue is officially recognized by Logitech and Microsoft, and both have provided soft solutions to resolve the issue. In this article, we will go through all potential repairs and see if we can fix the
mouse. Double-click the problem for different mice has been here for a while. It is a known fact that many mice end their lives after showing this problem when used for quite a long time. To summarize, here are some of the reasons why logitech mouse can double-click instead of a single. Hardware problem: We came
across several scenarios where the mouse double-clicked instead of a single due to hardware issues, and such problems can also cause the scroll wheel to jump instead of scrolling. We can try to fix this, but there are no guarantees. Mouse settings: Mouse settings may be set to double-click instead of a single one. This
feature has been in Windows for a while and can give you the illusion that there is a problem with the mouse. Accumulated static charge: If the mouse is used intensively for large amounts of time, the static charge can be accumulated, which can cause the problem. The spring is loose: The spring inside the clicking
mechanism may have loosened with use over time. We can try to remedy this, but there are no guarantees that it will work. Driver problems: The drivers installed on your computer may not work properly. They may be corrupt or outdated, and in addition to causing this problem, this can also prevent logitech software from
starting. Before proceeding with the solutions, make sure that the mouse is not physically broken. If any component is broken after falling down etc. you will not be able to fix it using any solution. Note: Before proceeding, try connecting the mouse to other computers. This will help identify whether this is a problem with
the settings stored in Windows or a hardware issue. Solution 1: Check mouse settingsThere is a high probability that the mouse settings specified on your computer are not set correctly, and because of them, double-click inadvertently. The mouse will function properly; behavior will be changed only because of the
change in windows settings. We will check each setting one by one and see if tweaking them solves the problem. Press Windows + R, type control in the dialog box, and then press Enter. While in the control panel, select Large icons in the upper-right corner of the Screen. Now select the option Mouse.Mouse option -
Control PanelNow move the slider to double click speed to the very lowest. Decrease double-click speedNow check if the problem is resolved. If you're still facing the double-click scenario, try checking a different setting. Press Windows + S, type single-click in the dialog box, and open the Set Single or Double-click
control panel option to open that returns in the results. Enter one or double-click to open – Windows searchNavigate on the General tab and under the Click item as follows heading, select the Double-click to open an item check box (single-click to select). Enable Double-click to open an item (single-click to select)Press
Apply to save changes and exit. Restart your computer correctly, and check if the problem is resolved. Solution 2: Check for static charge According to our user reports, there are also several cases where the mouse after being used for long periods of time can develop a static charge. This can cause it to double-click
instead of a single one. We will follow a very simple method to clear all static charge and see if this solves the problem. Turn off the mouse and remove the batteries from it. Power cycling mouseNow repeatedly press the two buttons on the mouse for around 30 seconds to 1 minute. Click the mouse at the same timePlug
everything back in and check if the problem is resolved. Solution 3: Check mouse driversIf both of the above methods don't work, we can try updating or reinstalling your mouse drivers. This will update the entire configuration of the mouse and it will appear on the system as if it were only installed. All saved preferences
will also be lost. Press Windows + R, type devmgmt.msc in the dialog box and press Enter.Once in Device Manager, expand the Mouse tab and other pointing devices, locate the mouse, right-click on it, and select Uninstall Device. Uninstall mouse driverAfter uninstalling, disconnect the mouse. Remove the batteries and
wait a few minutes before reconnecting everything. Now you can either navigate to Logitech's official website to download the drivers from there or let Windows update get the drivers for you automatically. Check if this resolves the issue. Solution 4: Submit a warranty claim to LogitechIf you have a warranty period on
your mouse and the steps above still don't resolve the double-click issue, you can file a warranty claim. There were many users who reported that the mouse began to double-click shortly after they started the mouse. Apparently, this is a widespread problem with Logitech mice. Logitech Warranty Claims WebsiteTo
submit a warranty claim, you must navigate to the official Logitech warranty claim and submit an application with the correct serial numbers and product descriptions. Solution 5: Trying to repair SpringIf you do not have a warranty on the mouse, we can try to fix spring on the mouse click mechanism. Each button has a
small click mechanism present under the mouse's body that is clicked when you press the button. It is possible that the spring inside that mechanism is either loose or broken. Please note that this can disassemble and render the mouse useless if you do not perform the steps as listed, so proceed with extreme caution.
Find the screws under the mouse and turn off the body from the mouse. After the body is unscrewed, carefully remove the body without disturbing the internal architecture. Note: You may need to remove the protective décor over the screws to open it. Remove the body of the mouseNow you need to find the click
mechanism that is causing the problem. In this situation, right or left clicks may not work. Note the white button at the top. When we remove the casing, this will fall off so be careful. Find problematic click mechanismNow we need to remove the black casing of the click mechanism. To open the cover, you can use a flat
screwdriver and gently lift the cover away from the latch. This will help to remove the cover slightly so you can do the same on the back. Remove black casing by click mechanismNow we move on to the source of the problem. The sprint you see here is the mechanism that performs the click. You need to remove the
small copper spring inside the click mechanism. Removing small copper springNow you need to use the screwdriver as shown in the picture to bend the basket while holding it down with your finger so that a proper curve is established. This will create more tension when used in operation. Establish a proper curveNow
comes the boring part. You must reinstall the voltage spring by attaching it to the small hook at the front of the mechanism, as shown in the picture. Then use the flat screwdriver to push the curved pin into place while holding the back of the spring under the small arm on the back of the mechanism. Pay special attention
to the arrows marked in the second image (these are the points you need to focus on or the mouse will not work). Installing voltage springNow we are ready to mount the click mechanism again. First, install the small white button (preferably with tweezers). Hold the cover with one hand and with the other, place the body
upside down as shown and connect it. Installing the click mechanismBefore you put back the whole body, make sure you give a few click test. If it clicks correctly, you can put the whole body back together. Now try connecting to your computer and checking if the problem is resolved. Note: These steps are advanced and
may require a lot of patience. They can not be performed by an average user at risk of rendering the mouse useless. I recently encountered this problem and did what this video suggested and me down it worked, fixed it. I messed up with my app data folder yesterday and since I started using my computer today my
logitech gaming software makes my mouse left click double click when I press the left mouse button once. When I go into device manager and roll back the driver, this doesn't happen which means it only happens when I use the game software. does anyone know how to fix this problem because I can not play games



without the software installed because of ingame keybinds, the mouse is a logitech g600. I have tried to install the program several times, I have tried to use older versions and it happens with each version. Thanks Edit: This only happens when I'm on automatic game detection, but does not happen when I use the On-
Board Memory setting 0 I managed to solve the problem on my own somehow, by deleting logitech folder from app data then installing it, because I thought this would happen on my own, but thanks for the response and suggestions, 0 I managed to solve the problem in my own way , by deleting logitech folder from app
data then install it, because I thought this would happen on its own, but thanks for the reply and suggestions, 0 I managed to solve the problem on my own somehow, by deleting logitech folder from app data then install it, because I thought this would happen on its own, but thanks for the reply and suggestions , Thanks
for posting this , over a year later, and it solved my problem! 0 hey I've had 3 g600s in the last 5 or so years and they're great. 2 died on my own in the end, but the last one I got used and have a (seems to be software) problem where it keeps wiping my default profile and when I remake it gives me this double click error.
app data deletion and reinstallation has resolved the issue twice now. thanks for the answer above and everyone else should try the same GL then save your profiles a safe place after just incase it happens again and update to latest version
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